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You all know that the broad legis~ative purpose of the Securities
Act of 1933 is to bring about a fair disclosure of the facts essential
to the appraisal of a security.
The solution of the problem of compelling
disclosure does not depend alone on the existence of legal remedies.
Legal remedies do not operate automatically.
The accomplishments of this
legislation, as is true with all legislation, will in large part be
determined by the caliber of the Commission's personnel and the methods by
which their efforts are organized and directed.
It is my purpose this
afternoon to present to you a survey of the methods and principles developed and applied by the Commission, with particUlar reference to mining
securities, in the course of its administration of the Securities Act.
The Commission has authority to prescribe the form or forms in which
the information required by the Act shall be given, inclUding the power to
prescribe methods to be followed in accounting and appraisal matters, and
to make rules defining accounting, technical and trade terms. Certain
sanctions have been set up in the Act to assure the correctness and
validity of the information submitted.
A wilful misstatement or concealment of any material fact is made criminal.
Likewise the Act provides
to the purchaser of every registered security for an untrue or misleading
statement .in a registration statement a civil remedy against the issuer,
the underwriter, certain of the officers, all the directors, and every
expert who has, with his consent, been named as having prepared the part
of the registration statement with respect to which part an llDtruth or
omission is clained.
Additional provisions in the Act authorizing the Commission to
issue an order refusing to permit the registration statement to become
effective if, on its face, it is inaccurate or incomplete in any material
respect, or to issue a stop order suspending its effectiveness if it
contains untrue statements of material facts or omits required information,
or information without which that given is misleading, tend to give integrity and reliability to the information supplied by a registrant.
Descriptions of the forms of administration too often operate to
obscure and blur the realities.
The examination of a registration statement is more than a mechanical cheek of formal requirements.
Is i~
rather an analYsis of the sharpness and distinctness of the picture presented against the background of formal requirements; the examination .
process converts procedural requirements into effective administrative
devices.
Mining issues have been registered since the Act became effective on
Form A-1, a general form for the use of all issuers for which another
form is not specifically prescribed.
Broadly speaking, this form calls
for information concerning the nature of the business the issuer is
engaged in,''or intends to engage in, the type and amount of securities to
be issued and the gross and net proceeds to be derived from their sale,
all ,expenses chargeab~e~against
the proceeds including underwriting
expense, payments to promoters, directors, officers and principal stockholders, and the nature of the consideration for such payments, the statement of any facts which might diminish confidence in any information
furnished by an expert or subject such information to a closer scrutiny
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and examination. and facts which reveal an interest of any per~on related
to the corporation in a transaction oonsummated within a giv~n time prior
to the filing of the registration statement or to be executed by use of
all or any portion of the proceeds from the sale of the securities re~isteredo A survey of the facts presented in particular cases and the ~on~
elusions expressed by the Commission. either in a letter of deficiency
or a formal opinion in a stop order proceeding. reveals the nature and
extent of the information and the manner of presentation of such infol'ma..tton deemed by the Commission to be essential as a basis for an informerl
judgment as to the securities of a person enga~ed in t~e business of
mining.
The nature and character of the property of an issuer of miniI1g
securities. including that already possessed and that to be acquired out
of the proceeds of the security re~istered. must be disclosed. Without
minimizing the importance of other factors. it may be said that the
nature and character of the mining property itself are of fundamental
importance to the investor. There are no specific requirements as to
the extent of the information which must be given;' the degree of d'evelopment of the particular property shapes the limits of the requirement.
The extent of infor~atlon avallable varies from property to property.
The Commission insists that some i~formation concerning the property be
included in the registration state:nent and prospectus, the amount c;f
information to be given necessarily being depen~ent upon the extent to
which observation. sampling and measurement of the ore bodies are
possible. The Cou~ission in its opinion in the matter of Snow Poi~t
Mining Company. held that the statement of a ccnst.r-uct.Lon and equtpment,
program with no adequate description of the mining property itself left
an investor who had read the prospectus with a misleading impression of
the true nature of the enterprise. In stating the average value of'the
mineral content of a vein. the statement must rest upon a samplin~ .
program executed in accordance with accepted practices and me~hods of
co~puting the average value of ore bodies. Consequently. an average
obtained by methods which do not t:ake cognizance of the quantities of
material represented by each sample entering the average is held to be
misleadin~ and inaccurate.
Frequently in a mining venture the complete execution of 'a given
program depends upon the outcome of the earlier stages of operations.
For instance. an issuer seeking funds fo~ explorat~on. development and
equipment of the properties will carry out its development and a iar~e
part of its equipment program only if the exploration work indicaies
ore bodies of a size and quality suitable to profitable mining operations. The Co~~ission takes the view that ~~er such circumstan~es a
statement of a mining program is faulty unless it'recognizes the
'
possibility of unfavorable results in the initial 'stages. which would;
of course, assuming sincerity on the part of the manag~ment, cauSe' the
proceeds to be ~ed for other purpose's than those ,~tated'.,
.'
"
'
,
Frequently in mining ventures it is likewise ~rue tha~ a specific'
ii"
minimum amount will be required to set'the enterprise in 'motion,
_.an3rth.lngless than'that amount is'raised through tp-eiinancing, the ,,'
stated objects cannot be 'carried <?ut.' The CoinJ!lissJ:on
're~quires'in"all '
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registrations of mining issues that the priority of application of the proceeds ~o ~ach of the individual purposes be stated, together with a statement concerning the disposition of any balance remaining which, because of
unfavore~le exploratory results, will not be used for the purposes stated,
and, in those instances where execution of the program outlined depends
upon raising a certain minimum amount, that that fact be clearly stated so
that an investor may realize that this is a hazard peculiar to the particular
undertaking.
One issuer of mining securities proposed to raise $750,000, of which
$150,000 was payable as underwriting commission.
The balance, $600,000,
except for a small amount to be used in payment of certain expenses of the
issue, was to be expended in exploration, development and equipment of the
properties.
An itemized statement was set forth in the registratiop statement and prospectus specifying in detail the uses to which the $800,000 was
to be put.
The picture crea~ed showed in broad outline a cow pasture growing into a thriving mining operation.
A hearing was held and evidence was
adduced establishing
that the issuer owned a quite extensive area in the
Rice Lake District in Canada.
Shallow test pits and shafts had been sunk
at irregUlar intervals along the ou~crop of several veins on the properties. The sampling of these exposures was irregUlar, and no attempt had
been made, nor indeed could one have been successful, to correlate the
data reflecting the assay results of this sampling.
Nevertheless the
issuer stated in minute detail each use to be made of the proceeds.
The
Commission took the view that no mining engineer could, in the unexplored
and undeveloped state of the property, so perfectly and precisely allocate
particular amounts to specific purpos~s.
The treatment accorded this registration statement is an excell~nt illustration of the application of the
requirements of fair disclosure.
The Commission does not require the manufacture of facts, and if the registrant is seeking money from the public
for which it has no present use, the truth of the situation demands that he
say so. An investor's conduct may be guided by the knOWledge that he is
writing a blank check.
This registration statement was subsequently amend_
ed to show that the issuer's purchasing program was based upon a favorable
outcome of each of the steps, and, in the event that the results of any of
the successive steps demonstrated that it was useless or unprofitable to
go further with~the venture, the issuer would call a stOCkholders meeting
to determine the dispos~tion of the remaining proceeds.
The Commission recognizes that uncertainty in the extensions of ore
deposits is an inherent feature of the business of mining.
It takes the
position, however, that a distiction may be drawn between that baslc,
measurable worth of ore-bodies which have been developed to such an extent
that their tonnages and metal contents can be estimated Within reasonable
limits and the possible extensions of those ore-bodies which are in an undeveloped state.
To this end it has adopted the classification of orebodies .as ~provenR, Rprobable" and npossible~, terms familiar to mining engineers, agreeing that the ore reserves of a mine are to be considered as
comprising its proven and probable ores, and that the possible ores are
those to which no significant tonnages or values can be attached in numerical terms.
If proven or probable ores are to be de~cribed in the registrationstatement,
the Commission considers it to be its function to so criticize the data underlying those claims that, in the absence of direct fraud,
adequate assurance will be h~d that those ore reserves may be reasonably
supposed to exist.
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Information is required concernin~ any purchases of property within
two years by the issuer from officers, directors, underwriters and principal stockholders, in brief, those persons who could exercise an influence or
control over the issuer not ordinarily exercisable by a vendor of property.
Any colorable relationship of the vendor to the issuer induces the investor
to a sharper and stricter sc~tiny of the entire transaction. The Commission in these cases requires that the c6st be segregated as to each item or
portion of consideration given to the issuer. That amount which the promoters or persons related to the issuer are out of pocket, not reason~bly
attributable to the subject matter of the conveyance, may not be included
in the'sta~ement of cost. In illustration of this point'is the C~mission's
action with respect to the statement of cost appearing in a particular
registration statement purporting to be the cost to the promoter of a'lease
and option subsequently assigned by him to the issuer. The cost was' stated
to be $17.000. Evidence adduced at a stop order hearing in this matter disclosed that this statement of cost included amounts for travelling'expenses
incurred in trips around the country in search of an underwriter for the
securities registered, and more than $4.000 as a fee for the preparation of
the registration statement. The Commission held that these amounts were
not properly included in the statement of cost of the lease and option,
pointing out in its opinion that the inclusion of these amounts operated to
conceal tbe true disparity between the amount paid by the promote~ and the
amount for which he transferred the same property to the corpora~ion.
The Act contemplates that certain of the infor.mation in the registration statement and prospectus mSF be furnished by an expert. In the case
of mining companies, the expert is often a mining engineer. The various
forms adopted under author! ty of the Act r-equ Lr-ethat the int€'rest of an~
expert upon whose authority a stat~ment is made, or Whose expert opinion
is used in connection with a registration statement, be revealed, and a full
explanation of the circumstances given. Although the existence of an interest dces not of itsel£ vitiate information based upon an expression of the
interested expert, it is a fact which, taken to~ether with other facts revealed in the registration statement, aids in a more accurate judgment of
the venture.
It is pa\ent that all the information in-the registration statement
cannot be based upon expert opinion or knOWledge •. The dete~inatlon of
what information may be given upon the authority of an expert and what information must be supplied by the issuer itself is a matter of a day-to-day
routine of examination of registration statements. Assuming that the subject matter covered by the expert is of ~ type or kind properlY'susceptible
of treatment by an expert, what are the standards set up by the Commission
by which the validity and accuracy of the expert's conclusions will'be .
tested, in so' far as a test or standard has been created in the'adm~nistration of mining statements? The Commission, in an early opinion, stated
that valuations contained in an appraisal purportin~ to follow certain
norms, are representations that'these norms have been accurateiy'and fairly
followed. If the norms purported to be foll9wed are not fairly observed,
the valuations finally arrived at are in p.ssencemisrepresentations of
facts because they untruthfUllY describe the basis upon which the Valuations
are made.' In another ppinion the CJmmission held that a mining engineer's "'.
report on ore bodies which neglected fundam~ntal principles of scien:lii£ic'
method. and disregarded ,obvioUS and ~own f~c~s _an~ als9 disregarded the
standards he expressly or impliedly purpor~ed ~o follow const!~uted a

,
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of fact. Thus it becomes clear that the Commission will,
in connection with ~y repo~t prepared by an expert; insist-that the conclusions expressed in the report be based upon an exercise of techni~ue and
procedure common among the class with which he identifies himself as expert.
It will be noted that in both these cases the Commission criticized the report o~ the ground-tha~ the method impliedly followed in reachin~ conclusions
had not, in aetuality, ~een followed. The Commission's action in these two
cases represented a challenge ~f both the method and result of the appraisals.
A variation of the Commission's action with respent to experts is represented by its opinion in the matter of the registration statement of La Luz
Mining Corporation.
The-registration statement in that case included a report by one Professor Haas, described by registrant as a scientist and
geologist of world-wide renown, and the inventor of the "mineral indicator".
While no thorough-going description of the mineral indica~or was set forth
in the registration statement. it turned-out at the hearing subsequently
called that the mineral indicator was a cylinder suspended from a leather
thong, by which the professor ~laimed to be able, with uncanny accuracy and
precision, to estimate the length, depth, width and average value ot mineral veins. It appeared that the professor had been a horticUlturist until
ten years beiore.the date of the hearing, at which time he discovered and
constructed his mineral indicator. Two expert witnesses produced by the
Government testified that the professor's mineral indicator fell Within the
class of devices known as -doodle bugs., and both were quite positive that
this method of prospecting for ore-bodies was ridiculous. The Commission,
in its opinion, characterized t~e method as ludicrous, b'ltdid not pass
upon the quB1~ications of Professor Haas in the matters in which he was held
out as an expert. There was no room for criticism of Mr. Haas for deviation in application of recognized "mineral indicator- principles as Mr. _Haas,
being discoverer of this method of locating and evaluating ore bodies, unquestionably adhered to the standards of his own cre~tion.
These three opinions taken to~ether establish that the conclusions of
value reached by an expert may be chailenged by the Commission either beeause the method is unsound or because af failure to adhere to norms impliedly followed, or, aside from principle and method, because th~ result expressed is inaceurate.
It is only inferentially that the Commission has,
through these opinions, passed upon and expressed an opinion as to the
qualifications required to be possessed by an individual before he may be
held out as an expert. The whole opinion of the Commission in La Luz is to
the effect that, regardless of the knOWledge and abilities which Professor
Haas might have applied in obserVing and reporting upon the issuer's prope~~les, the principles which he applied and the ~ethods which he followed
in reaching conclusions as to value were ludicrous. It may be said that the
Commission indirectly ruled in this opinion that one who holds himself out
as an expert must demonstrate the possession of knowledge and skill similar
to that 'possessed by experts of the class with Which he associates himself,
and exercise judgment upon the basis of the application of that knoWledge
and skill to the facts presented for c~nsideration.
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Where independence is not required, the Commission insists' that the
interest of any expert upon whose authority statements are made, or
whose opinion or report is used in connection with the registration
statement .and prospectus, be disclosed and the circumstances of such
interest fUlly revealed. The breadth which the Commission gives to this
requirement is illustrated by its opinion in the matter of the re~istration statement of Plymouth Consolidated Gold Mines, Ltd. In that case
the.report of a particular mining engineer was £lled with the registration statement. The material ,contained in the registration statement
and the evidence adduced at a hearing held in this matter established
that the engineer whose report was used had been, at the time the report
was drawn up, an employee of the predecessor of the issuer, and it
further appeared from the evidence that this engineer was hopefUl of
obtaining emplo~nent with the issuer when and if its properties were put
into operation. ,The Commission ruled t~at disclosure of these facts was
within the ambit of disclosure called for by the item.
In addition to the requirement that an engineer, in exmUningand reporting upon property, must adhere to norms impliedly followed, and the
methods used be reasonably adapted to the matter presented, the Commission
has set up an additional requirement that the expert after the formation
of an opinion must present it in such form that the layman may be able to
appreciate the nature of the undertaking, and the expert may be advised
of the facts from which the soundness of the observations and the conclusions drawn therefrom may be judged.
The cumulative effect af all the transactions of the issuer, including
those by which it has obtained its property and issued its stock, is reflected in the financial statements and supporting schedules~ If the
valuation of assets rests upon purported cost, the statement of cost may
not include any stock issued and simul~aneously donated back even though
under the applicable state law the effect of such a transaction is to
render the shares fully paid and non-assessable, and a surplus which owes
its existence to a concurrent donation is deemed to be fictitious. Likewise, it is deemed to be misleading to state as cost of an asset, the
aggregate par value of ~he stock issued in exchange for such asset when
the stock was selling currently below par. If the figure at which such
assets are shown rests ~pon a valuation, the valuation must have been conducted in accordance with accepted meLhod&, and the resulting figure
attributed to value be accurate within the limits of ,variation allowed
for a reasonable difference of opinion among experts. A mining engineer!s
opinion as to "prospective value" affords no scientific basis for actual
valuation of the property at the -time of acqUisition by the registrant,
and may not be used to indicate the value of the consideration paid for
the property and thus permit its entr~ as a cost fi~ure.
The exact consideration received for stock issued or money paid must
be stated on the balance sheet. ~lite commonly the issuer on the hasis
of a resolution of its board of directors reflects as a single transaction
on its balance sheet what in actuality is a result brought about by
reasons, motives and considerations entirely outside the scope of any
recitations contained in the resolution. The Commission refuses to permit
a resolution of the board to obscure or distort the truth of what has
transpired and what is transp~rlng.
A resolution of th~ board of directors
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of the issuer establishes only that the board of directors has acted in
a particular manner and to a particular end~ but is not conclusive of
the truth of its contents. In its opinion in two cases the Commission
has pointed out a discrepancy which existed between the action purported
to'have been taken by the issuer's board of directors and the description
of the board's action contained in the financial statements. The Commission found that neither of these representations was accurate concerning the subject matter covered in view of the evidence that in both
cases the shares of stock involved were issued, not in exchange for any
particUlar assets or services~. but in execution of a pre-incorporation
agreement between the promoters as to the division of such stock.
Although the existence of a colorable relationship does not of itself establish that the issuer did not receive fair value in the execution of such transactions, its existence is a material element to be
considered in exercising judgment as to the validity of the whole. As
a first step in compelling disclosure of relationship the Commission
required that there be shown, on the face of the balance sheet, the
relationship of the various individuals to the corporation, which, in
many instances, resulted in revealing that vendor and purchaser were, in
actuality, the same persons; that is, the promoters or officers by whom
the particular asset had been transferred likewise constituted a majority
of the board of directors of the issuer.
It is a common practice of registrants to represent that a certain
number of shares has been issued to promoters solely in exchange for
identifiable, tangible assets. Frequently it appeared to the Commission
that there was included in such a transaction payment not only for the
tangible assets but for a varie't,yof things for which the promoter might or
-might. not lii!fitimately
claim cc::opemation.Thus, shares 8iven in exchange for
promotional serVices, or in execution of a contractual arrangement between the promoters prior to the or~anization of a corporation, must be
identified as such and carried on the balance sheet under the appropriate
designation.
As a consequence the investor is enabled to determine the
amount the corporation is out of pocket for its physical assets and promotional serVices, and the amount out of pocket as gifts t,othe promoters.
The Commission has been enga~ed for some time in the preparation of
a form specifically adapted to the registration of securities to be issued
by a person engaged in the exploitation of a mineral deposit. The proposed form, known as.A-O-l, consolidates the experience of the Commission
in three years of administration of the Act, supplemented by the criticism
and suggestions of various mining engineers and persons enga~ed in the
mining business. The information called for is of such a character that
the investor will have a reasonable chance of distinguishing between those
issuers who are engaged principally in stock selling and those who are
interestftd in developing and exploiting a mineral deposit. This fo~m also
calls for information from which the investor will be able to perce1ve
the famil~arity or lack of familiarity of the issuer with its own property,
and be able further to appraise, to a reasonable extent, the competence
of the management and the prudence of its proposed operating program. In
general, it may be said that the information called for does not exceed in

extent or character information which will be availabJ,e",to the ordinary
compelient.mine. management.
The descriptive data required is nothing
more t"an a reasonably cOll1~t"entmanagement co1lects from day to day.
~d has available for its own guidance.i~ conductlng operations. "The
extent of in£o~ation required concerning the property depends on ~he
clalms of the issuer as to uhe existence of proven or probable ore. 1£
proven or probable ore is claimed, the registrant ~us~ furnish adequate
data to support that claim. Similarly. if speqi~l value is claimed
Eor a property due to its proxilnity to some ot)ler property, adequate
data setting forth the basis of that claim is. required.
The dual purpose of proteotion to sincere enterprises and protection to investors is the a1m of the Commis.ion, and it hopes that
a great step in those directions will be accomplished by the new form.
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